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Lawrence Technological University Can Help!

Explore nearly 100 undergraduate, master,s, and doctoral programs in Colleges of
Architecture and Design, Arts and Sciences, Engineering, and Management.

Are You Prepared...to Teach in the 21st-Century Classroom?

Lawrence Technological University • Office of Admissions
21000 West Ten Mile Road, Southfield, MI 48075-1058
800.CALL.LTU • admissions@ltu.edu • ltu.edu 

Explore these innovative programs:
• Master of Educational Technology*
• Master of Information Systems
• Master of Science Education*
• Master of Science in Computer Science
• Master of Science in Electrical and Computer Engineering
• Doctor of Management in Information Technology

*Scholarships available to all participants

[       ]To have your application fee waived, visit ltu.edu/applyfree
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MACUL is a 501 (c) (3) non-profit  
organization that exists to:

■  provide a state association for educators involved 
with, or seeking knowledge of, computer-related 
technology in learning

■  provide for the sharing and exchanging of ideas, 
techniques, materials, and procedures for the  
use of computer-related technology through  
conferences, publications and support services

■  promote and encourage effective, ethical and  
equitable use of computer-related technology  
in learning

■  encourage and support research relating to the 
use of computer-related technology in learning.

E-mail address:
macul@macul.org

Website:
www.macul.org
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May 2010
 May 7 Upper Peninsula Educational Technology & Business Conference, Munising

 May 16-18 MACUL Leadership Retreat, Prince Center, Calvin College, Grand Rapids

 May 17 Articles due for MACUL Journal Fall issue: Universal Design for Learning

 May 26 Midwest Technology Leaders Symposium, MGM Grand Hotel, Detroit

June 2010
 June 21, 22 Educational Technology Leadership Conference (ETLC),  
  Thurston High School, Redford, MI

 June 23 Michigan Joint Education Conference,  
  Thurston High School, Redford, MI

 June 27-30 ISTE 2010, Denver 

August 2010
 August 20 Articles due for MACUL Journal Winter Issue: Project Based Learning

  

PLAN AHEAD
March 16-18, 2011  MACUL Conference, Cobo Hall, Detroit

MACUL Journal article deadlines, themes and publishing guidelines are posted at  

www.macul.org/maculjournal/

Visit www.macul.org for calendar updates!
The MACUL Calendar is updated in each issue of the Journal.

Send MACUL activities, dates, and related information to:

Judy Paxton, Editor — jpaxton@macul.org
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CHECk tHE COVER!
If your MACUL membership expires on April 30, 2010, this is the last issue
you will receive of the MACUL Journal. Check the front cover by your name and
address to see if this is your last issue. If so, act NOW to ensure that you receive
uninterrupted delivery of the Fall 2010 issue.

Renew your membership online at www.macul.org/membership/ or fax in the 
Membership Form, page 29. Read the list of Member Benefits on page 28 and 
explore MACUL’s website for more information!

I s  t h I s  y o u r  l a s t  I s s u e ?
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To subscribe to any of listservs,  

send an e-mail message to: 

listname-subscribe@ macul.org. 

Leave the subject heading and the 

body of message BLANK. Once you have 

successfully subscribed, you will receive an 

e-mail message telling you how to confirm 

your subscription.  Be sure to save this 

message for future use. 

LISTSERV-NAME 

MACUL members-at-large .......................macul-serve 

SIGCS (Computer Science) ...................... macul-sigcs

SIGEE (Elementary Educators) ................. macul-sigee 

SIGMM (Multimedia) ..............................macul-sigmm 

SIGSPED (Special Education)

............................................................macul-sigsped 

SIGPL (Professional Learning) 

.................................................................macul-sigpl 

SIGTC (Technology Coordinators) 

.................................................................macul-sigtc 

SIGTECH (Technicians) .........................macul-sigtech 

SIGTELELEARNING (TeleLearning) 

..............................................................macul-sigtele 

SIGWEB (Webmasters) ......................... macul-sigweb

Bill Wiersma— 
SIG Liaison 
MACUL
bwiersma@macul.org

Richard Lamb— 
SIGCS  
Cranbrook Schools 
RLamb@cranbrook.edu

Gina Loveless—
SIGEE
Kalamazoo RESA
gloveles@remc12.k12.mi.us

Michael Rio— 
SIGMM
Harper Creek
Community Schools
riom@harpercreek.net 

 
Lorinda Tait—SIGSPED
C.O.O.R ISD
lotait@aol.com

Jeff Trudell— 
SIGTC
Wyandotte Public Schools
jeff.trudell@wy.k12.mi.us

Steve Best—SIGPL
University of Michigan
sdbest@umich.edu

Bill Deater—SIGTECH
Hesperia Community 
Schools
wdeater@hesp.net

Laura Cummings— 
SIGTELELEARNING
Oakland ISD
 Laura.Cummings@oak-
land.k12.mi.us

Michael Partridge— 
SIGWEB
Pinckney Community 
Schools
michaelp@pcs.k12.mi.us

LISTSERV GROUPS

STAY CONNECTED

Visit www.macul.org

■ MACUL Journal: Easy access to articles and 
web links. 

■ MACUL Space: Join over 2000 members 
collaborating about educational technology. 
http://maculspace.ning.com/

■ MACUL Member Benefits: Read about 
special MACUL opportunities, such as, MI 
Champions, MI Learning, MACUL Grants & 
Awards.

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP DIRECTORS
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Go to www.macul.org > Special Interest Groups for 
complete listing of SIG Officers and SIG information.
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Mike Conway, 
Technology Director 
for the Ovid-Elsie 
Area Schools and 
Assistant Director 
for MACUL’s Special 
Interest Group for 
technology, technicians 
and technical issues in 

education (SIGTECH) has compiled 
some interesting statistics about the 
accessibility and use of technology by 
his students. In his district, Mike’s study 
shows that the Digital Divide is still an 
issue, but at least the gap is closing.

Mike’s district is located in central 
Michigan and has approximately 1800 
students and 100 teachers. About 58% 
of the students are eligible for free and 
reduced lunch. 

From the data Mike compiled last year, 
here were some interesting statistics 
about the K-12 students (unless noted 
with * which are only 4th-12 grade 
students):

93% of the students have a computer 
at home

59% of the computers at home are 2 
years old or newer*

57% of the computers at home are 
used by both the students and their 
parents

83% of the computers at home are 
connected to the Internet

15% of the time on computers is 
spent looking up information on the 
Internet*

Is the Digital 
Divide still  
an Issue?
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Digital Divide
continued on page 26

During my time this school year as President of MACUL, I 
have had the opportunity to share some of my thoughts with 
you on School 2.0. Those thoughts, started at the 2009 closing 
keynote by Tim Magner (former Director of Educational 
Technology for the US Dept. of Ed), have included challenging 
all of us to keep the conversation going, to do our part in 
making School 2.0 a part of what we do inside and outside 
our classrooms, as well as look for ways to “jump start” the 
conversation by attending the MACUL Conference.

B y  T I M  K A M P S ,  M A C U L  B O A R D  P R E S I D E N T 

school 2.0

reflections on the conversation

FROM ThE ExECUTIVE DIRECTOR
By RIC WILTSE

Now as we close out another 
season of school, it seems 
only fitting to reflect on the 

conversations we’ve had this year and 
the progress we’ve made. As you end 
the school year, how is your classroom, 
department, building or district different 
than it was nine months ago? How 
does it more resemble School 2.0 than 
it did this time last year? What NETS-S 
standards have you incorporated into 
your instruction? Has your classroom 
become more collaborative, creative 
and involved more problem solving 
than it used to? Have you found new 
ways to use technology to differentiate 
instruction or allow students to 
demonstrate learning? 

What does it take to make those 
changes? According to a number of 
studies I read this spring there are a 
combination of factors, but two of the 
most important are the quality of the 
classroom teacher and the quality of 
the technology coaching they receive. 
In schools where good teachers 
recognize the power of the tools and 
look for ways to effiectively use them, 
classroom practice changed and the 
results were positive. But even the 
best teacher can’t make the change on 
their own. In a 2004 study, teachers 
who received personal instructional 
coaching were 85% likely to implement 

School 2.0 continued on page 26
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The author is a nine year old fifth 

grade ASD student who shares his 

interest and knowledge with any 

and everyone at Detroit School 

Thurgood Marshall.  He may have 

some challenges with writing in 

which he receives occupational 

therapy but that has never stopped 

him from communicating his 

wealth of knowledge.

You my think that labeling 
your grocery list or book 
shelf may help with 
communication, but 
for me it help me get 

attention. I started talking way before 
other typical ASD students showed 
signs of communication. At least 
that is what my father said, and he is 
Puerto Rican. Yes, I speak soft and 
careful English but technology has 
taught me how to print fast, bold and 
colorful language.

Now that you know where it started, 
I can tell you how I got started. I 
needed everyone to see and hear what 
I was saying, even if I wasn’t always 
sure of myself. My teacher introduced 
me to www.integratingartsk-8.org/
adaptations and a light bulb came on.  
When I used art or writing I could not 
only paint, I could print out labels that 
told what my painting displayed. The 
labels were adhesive and I could carry 
my Label Maker everywhere I wanted to 
create fast, bold and colorful printing. 

The internet and assistive technology 
has helped my classmates as well. 
When we have storytelling time-
which always ends with writing, my 
classmates use technology to draw 
what they are writing.  My teacher 
says, that is a modification and we are 
allowed to learn together, “That’s the 
best way to use technology.” The Story 
telling with Science and Writing also 
use felt boards that are similar to the 
KidPix program that my classmates 
use to draw.  

Why do I like labeling? Well as you 
can see, I like to talk-many can talk 
but labeling sets me free. The label 
maker that my teacher has for me 
creates borders, pictures, sentences, 
paragraphs, addresses, math problems 
and many more activities and it prints 
out on laminated adhesive paper. 
I learn from my Brother P-Touch 
electronic labeling system because it is 
handy in many ways. 

My teacher likes the work I produce 
and I have learned to not only rely on 
labeling in necessary circumstances 
but use it to finish writing task. I have 
pictures that I have placed labels on 
to take home and show my parents 
what I have learned for the day. I visit 
the integrating art website to create 
puppets that have gold coloring-my 
favorite color and then use a label 
where I will place them in my room. 
I have books that I have renamed 
because I feel free to use labeling in so 
many ways to demonstrate that I can 
communicate, I am free to learn and 
people can see and hear what I am 
saying more clearly. 

STUDENTS
CORNER

By Sergio Raices
Submitted by  
Darya Owens,  
Teacher of  
Students with ASD

MANY CAN TAlk 
bUT CAN ThEY 

lAbEl?

http://www.integratingartsk-8.org
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Performances, projects, portfolios, 
rubrics, and check-lists: authentic 
assessments come in many shapes and 

forms, and are applicable to all grade levels 
and content areas. While the term “authentic 
assessment” is currently generating a lot 
of interest in education, this approach to 
assessing student learning is not new. In fact, 
you have likely used an authentic assessment 
of some type with your own students.

Think for a moment about your own 
classroom. How do you assess your 
student’s learning? Do your students 
complete projects based upon questions 

or problems using criteria you provide? 
Do your students demonstrate proficiency 
through performances? How do you evaluate 
these assessments? Your answers to these 
questions probably include a description of 
some type of authentic assessment.

Authentic assessments in general require 
that students show or demonstrate what 
they have learned. Whether the assessment 
requires students to perform using a musical 
instrument, perform on a stage, perform on 
a computer, or perform in a gymnasium, the 
assessment is the performance itself. Projects 
requiring students to research a topic and 
then present this knowledge in a format 
demonstrating their understanding also 
present that final product as the assessment. 
Students are no longer sitting with a No. 
2 pencil and an answer sheet; students are 
in control and actively participating in the 
assessment process, ideally gaining deeper 
understanding of the content as well as the 
ability to self-evaluate and improve their 
own learning experiences.

Planning and developing authentic 
assessments is not a complex process. In 
fact, not having to write a traditional style 
assessment can be quite a relief! Focusing 
first on the learning objectives of the 
lesson, an appropriate assessment method 
is selected. For example, when I want 
to determine if my web design students 
are able to successfully code hyperlinks, 
I have them code hyperlinks, providing 
a list of criteria to follow in the process. 
To evaluate the task, I then check each 
student’s project to verify that the code 
is correct and the links are working. This 

type of assessment requires a simple “yes” 
the code is correct or “no” it is not correct. 

An important step when planning authentic 
assessments is developing a method of 
evaluation for the assessment. Rubrics are 
widely used for just this purpose and come 
in many different formats. The complexity 
and depth of the rubric should reflect the 
learning objectives and match the level 
of the learners. For example, if you are 
working with lower elementary students, 
the criteria on your rubric may be as simple 
as graphic images. A helpful and free tool 
for building rubrics is the RubiStar rubric 
maker, available at http://4teachers.org. 
Be sure to also visit the Assessments page 
of this site (http://4teachers.org/profdev/
index.php?profdevid=as), to find additional 
information on this topic as well as many 
examples of authentic assessments ready to 
use in your classroom today.

The final project in the web design class is a 
good example of an assessment that requires 

a much more comprehensive evaluation 
tool. Selecting a topic of their choice (and 
approved by the teacher), each student is 
required to build a website. On the day the 
project is assigned, each student receives 
a very detailed rubric listing the required 
elements. From that point forward, the 
students are working independently, 
using the rubric to plot their progress and 
evaluate their individual projects. The 
rubric then provides a method to evaluate 
this final assessment that aligns exactly 
with what has been taught in class (the 
objectives), while allowing each student to 

use a topic of their own choice. The student 
ownership and pride of work is evident in 
this authentic assessment. The completed 
projects are a pleasure to review and 
evaluate, demonstrating each student’s web 
design skills while also containing a wealth of 
information on a wide variety of topics. 

Authentic assessments represent an 
excellent and enjoyable choice for 
evaluating student learning. The 
resources available on this topic are 
plentiful as a Google search on authentic 
assessments returned 673,000 hits. Take 
this opportunity to explore a few of 
these resources and consider how you 
can incorporate this valuable assessment 
method into your teaching. You and your 
students are sure to enjoy the journey of 
an authentic assessment.  
 
Mary Saffron, PhD is a Business Teacher at 
Fraser High School and MACUL SIGTele 
Communications Officer. 

Show Me What You Know:
Using Authentic Assessments in Your Classroom  

by Mary Saffron, SIGTele Communications Officer

“Whether the assessment requires
students to perform using a musical 

instrument, perform on a stage, 
perform on a computer, or 
perform in a gymnasium,  

the assessment is the 
performance itself.” 
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Elementary 
Classroom

Using Technology
in the

VoiceThRead as an 
assessmenT TooL
If you have a classroom Internet connection, 
you’ve got access to a wonderful, free 
collaborative tool that will meet many of 
your teaching/learning needs. VoiceThread 
at http://ed.voicethread.com is a great 
multipurpose web site that can be used 
by all ages and in all curriculum areas. As 
an assessment tool, this online program is 
extremely versatile, making finding out what 
a student knows much more interesting 
than a paper and pencil quiz. Here are 
some examples of ways to assess with 
VoiceThread.

In Math, post a math equation that takes 
several steps to solve. Have students use the 
virtual marker to illustrate their problem-
solving method as they talk. Each student 
can illustrate a different way of solving the 
problem. Since all explanations are in one 
place, you’ll find it easy to listen and watch 
each student’s strategy.

Challenge students with locating and 
uploading photos that illustrate a real-life 
example of whatever you are currently 
studying. For example, if you have been 
exploring different kinds of angles, students 
might find a photo of the roof line of 
a house or a fence or a car window. In 
VoiceThread, they can use the marker to 
highlight the angle as they are describing 
what kind of angle they think it is and why. 

Try peer review of student Writing in 
VoiceThread. Upload a pdf of a student-
composed story or poem (easily convert 
word processed documents using the free 
download of CutePDF at http://www.
cutepdf.com). Let the student author use 
the audio comment to read it aloud (with 
expression!). Encourage students to listen 
to themselves before saving. If they don’t 
like what they hear, they can cancel that 
comment and try it again. With this do-over 
option, students get the opportunity to 
self-critique, but do put limits on this – 
otherwise the story or poem will never be 
published! Once saved, other students can 
now visit, listen to the selection as it is read, 
and give the author feedback by posting two 
things they really liked about this piece and 
one suggestion for improving. Encourage 
students to use the VoiceThread pen tool 
to highlight what they are talking about. 
Note: Make sure you have a ‘how to make 
constructive comments’ conversation with 
all students – and maybe practice a few 

times – before letting them post to other 
students’ VoiceThreads. 

In Social Studies, create a landform 
VoiceThread. Assign each student a 
different landform, and then challenge 
them to locate an example in Google Earth. 
They can save an image of the landform by 
clicking on File > Save > Save Image. Post 
these images to VoiceThread, and have 
each student record three facts about their 

landform. You as the Teacher-Account-
Keeper can rearrange the images into 
alphabetical order for a Landform ABC 
VoiceThread.

Or upload images of people that you are 
studying (explorers, community workers, 
American Revolutionary heroes). Students 

http://ed.voicethread.com
http://www
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can research one of these people, and post an audio comment as 
if they were the featured person talking about themselves: “Hi. My 
name is Fred and I am a mailman. Did you know that…” A fun way 
to present what they’ve learned! 

Students can create an audio character study for a book or story they 
have read. Or upload a scanned image of a book cover and give a 
short book trailer to encourage other students to read this particular 
book. Make sure they don’t give away the ending!

In Science, you can use VoiceThread as an interactive worksheet. 
For example, upload a picture of the out-of-order steps of the water 
cycle or the four seasons, or the frog life cycle. Students can use the 
pen tool to mark the correct order of the cycle (label one picture #1, 

and draw an arrow to the picture that shows the next step, etc) and 
leave an audio or text comment with their explanation of how the 
cycle works. 

Or take photos of a plant and have students identify plant parts, or 
post an image of the solar system and they can circle and name each 
planet, or upload a photo of a science experiment and students can 
give a reflection of what they learned from the experiment. 

You can also use VoiceThread as a yearlong portfolio for students to 
upload images of their work and post audio reflections, explanations, 
thoughts about their work. Be sure to post your own comments on 
student works as assessment feedback – what is wonderful about 
their work and what they could work on next time. This would be 
an amazing project to share with parents! 

VoiceThread – it’s more than just a great way to present! Use it as an 
authentic assessment tool to really understand what your students 
know! 

VoiceThread Tips: 
Create a PowerPoint slideshow with pictures and text. When you 

save, click on Save as Type (listed below the File Name) to JPEG 
File Interchange Format (*.jpg). This will save each slide as an 
independent jpg image – and you can upload them to VoiceThread. 

Don’t have microphones for each student? Plug a set of headphones 
into the microphone jack and talk into the earpiece. It really does 
work!

Sign up as a teacher at http://ed.voicethread.com. Create new 
identities for each student under your account. Choose a student 
picture to represent each child (do NOT use a photo of the student!) 
and create a code to use instead of a name. For example, in my 
classroom, each child has a number (from my alphabetical class 
list). So Bobby might be W17 – W for Western and 17 for his class 
number on my class list. No one will know who W17 is except for 
Bobby (and probably the rest of the kids), but his online identity is 
fairly secure. 

For student icons, students can paint a self-portrait in MS Paint, or 
create an avatar using either of the following: 
M&Ms at http://www.mms.com/us/becomeanmm 
Sonic the Hedgehog at http://devbook.com/charactercreators/sonic 
Build Your Wild Self at http://www.buildyourwildself.com 
Once students create their avatar, take a screenshot to save the 
image, crop it, pop it into Paint and save as a .jpg image. 

Recording voices is best – there’s something unique about hearing 
students as they ‘talk their thoughts’. And, for younger students, it’s 
easier to translate than trying to figure out their inventive spelling! 

Have students write what they want to say, and then practice, 
practice, practice reading it before they record. 

Typing is an option – younger students can dictate or older students 
can type in a Word document, check spelling, then copy & paste 
into VoiceThread. 

You can choose your VoiceThread project to be either private or 
public and you can embed the VoiceThread in a blog, wiki or even 
Google Earth (just grab the embed code). 

If a student hasn’t a clue as to how to solve the math problem, or 
what the butterfly life cycle is, s/he can always view what other 
students have posted. Use VoiceThread as a learning tool as well as a 
presentation and assessment tool! 

You can leave your VoiceThread open to comments from people 
outside of your classroom – but check the Moderate Comments box 
under Publishing Options at the bottom of the Editing page first. 
That will allow you to catch anything that may not be appropriate 
before students see or hear it. 

Marilyn Western is the 2008 MACUL Teacher of the Year, a former member of the 
MACUL Board of Directors, a Discovery Educator Network (DEN) scholar, and 
a Mt. Pleasant Public Schools 5th/6th grade computer lab teacher. Outside of the 
classroom, she has worked as the 1998-99 MDE Technology Using Educator on Loan, 
an ATA, FTL, and MI Champions course designer and instructor, a technology 
trainer for Gratiot Isabella RESD, Clare Gladwin RESD and Bay Arenac ISD, a 
national presenter for the Bureau of Education & Research, and a district Tech Guru. 
She can be reached via mwestern@edzone.net.

http://ed.voicethread.com
http://www.mms.com/us/becomeanmm
http://devbook.com/charactercreators/sonic
http://www.buildyourwildself.com
mailto:mwestern@edzone.net
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Using iPod Touches for 
Creating New Media and  
Assessing Elementary 
Science Knowledge
By Greg Marten

An iPod Touch is a handheld computer with a touch-sensitive 
screen user interface, like an iPhone but without phone capability 
or camera. Recently, many websites, blogs, and articles have been 
written about students using iPods in classrooms to access media 
or communicate (see MACUL Journal, Fall 2009, vol. 30, issue 1), 
but these handheld devices can also be used by students to create 
original media for purposes of authentic assessment.

This article describes a cross-curricular lesson developed by this 
author and completed by second grade students in Natasha Wetzel’s 
classroom at Prairie Elementary, a culturally and economically 
diverse school in Adrian, Michigan. Ms. Wetzel’s students had 
been studying a traditional science unit - describing the life cycle 
of familiar flowering plants – when it was decided that students 
would be asked to create new media using cutting edge, handheld 
technology. The project allowed students to demonstrate that they 
had learned the parts of a flowering plant in a way that was exciting 
and meaningful to them, rather than filling out a worksheet or 
taking a paper and pencil quiz. 

iPod Touch 
iPods are certainly popular, trendy personal devices; many students 
have received them as gifts, yet they also have huge potential for 
usage in educational settings. An iPod Touch is usually paired with 
a desktop or laptop computer running the iTunes application to 
manage files and applications on the device. iPod Touches have 
many functions including but not limited to:

• Browsing the Internet wirelessly
• Playing back audio files (podcasts, lectures, songs, voice recordings, etc.)
• Playing back video files (video podcasts, slideshows, etc.)
• Running a huge array of applications

Gaming, entertainment, and communication applications are 
very commonly used by iPod Touch and iPhone owners, however 
when thinking of using iPod Touches in educational ways it may 
be helpful to consider some various categories of applications, 
including the creation of original media. (Note: When browsing the 
iTunes app store, Apple, Inc. uses their categories.)

The lesson completed by Ms. Wetzel’s second graders was adapted 
from an idea posted by educator Tony Vincent, creator of the 
Learning in Hand website (http://learninginhand.com/ipod). In his 
iPods podcast episode #19, he suggests students use screenshots with 
a comic strip creation application to create media describing the 
processes of the three branches of government. A simpler science 
lesson was devised for second grade students.
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categories of applications examples of applications

communication augmentative and 
alternative communication, 
email, instant messaging, 
audio/video files, social 
networking apps

educational drill and practice games anatomy, flash cards, 
geography, letters, math 
facts, second languages 

educational simulations/ games Google earth, oregon Trail, 
virtual brain

media creation audio recording (need to 
purchase microphone), 
drawing/painting, graphing, 
image capture/creation, 
image editing, slideshows

productivity checklists, documents To Go, 
notes

reference/research cities/states/countries 
databases, environmental 
databases, Google earth, 
languages, maps, museum 
databases, nasa, news/
radio, notable people, 
stocks, weather 

utility calendar, homework tracker, 
fitness tracker, Rss feed 
aggregator, unit converter, 
world clock

http://learninginhand.com/ipod


There are a number of comic creator applications for iPods. Prairie 
Elementary students used the free version of Comic Touch by plasq 
(http://plasq.com/comictouch).

Why Multimedia? 
In the book Using Technology with Classroom Instruction that 
Works, Pitler, Hubbell, Kuhn, and Malenoski wrote that when 
students create multimedia, the multimedia has the most impact on 
student learning (103). Further, “According to Marzano’s original 
meta-analysis, using graphic representations had one of the highest 
impacts on student achievement (87).” During this nonlinguistic 
representation project, students at Prairie Elementary used iPod 
Touches to combine still images of flowers grown by them in their 
classroom with text in order to label five plant parts. 

Students need to be provided with clear learning targets. Rubrics can 
be created to assess multimedia projects completed on iPods just as 
rubrics have been created to assess multimedia projects completed 
on desktop or laptops computers. Many examples of rubrics for 
assessing multimedia projects can be searched and adapted on 
Rubistar (http://rubistar.4teachers.org).

Process 
Ms. Wetzel’s second graders engaged in hands-on science lessons 
as they worked through a unit on the life cycle of familiar flowering 
plants. They employed scientific methods, access and comprehended 
media, grew their own flowering plants, and collected data and 
digital photos.

As a capstone to the unit, students had access to five iPod Touches 
on loan from Lenawee Intermediate School District. The software 
and images of classroom plants were loaded into the devices before 
students started working with them. The five iPod Touches were set 
up in learning center which all students rotated through. 

Providing a clear target for students to strive toward and modeling 
the use of the iPods for media creation were crucial parts of the 
capstone lesson. Most of the students had never used an iPod 
Touch, but within moments after instruction they became adept at 
the touch interface, using device buttons, and opening and closing 
apps. A demonstration of Comic Touch software, labeling the 
different fins on an image of a fish, was provided thereby showing 
the students the functions of software that they needed to know and 
be able to utilize. 

The students’ performance target was to create new media by 
correctly labeling five of five plant parts. In order to reach the target, 
each student needed to be able to complete the following tasks:

• Select an image from the iPod’s image library 
• Add a caption for his/her name 
• Add call-outs to correctly label five plant parts
• Delete or edit unwanted call-outs or captions 
• Save the new image to the iPod’s image library

Students rotated through the learning center in groups of four or 
five. When a new group of students came to the work station, it was 
the job of the preceding students to teach the new students how to 
use the iPod Touches to create their media. The students’ media 
shows that 20 of out 20 students were able to use the iPods Touches 
to create meaningful, original media. 15 of out 20 students labeled 
five plant parts with 100% accuracy on their first attempt. 

Outgrowth 
Ms. Wetzel’s second grade students became mentors and technology 
leaders in Prairie Elementary, teaching other students how to use the 
iPod Touches not only to label images, but also to use other various 
educational applications. The students also gave demonstrations 
of their work to Adrian Public and Lenawee Intermediate School 
District Boards of Education.

Alignment to Michigan Educational Standards  
Michigan’s Science Grade Level Content Expectations: L.OL.02.22  
Describe the life cycle of familiar flowering plants including the 
following stages: seed, plant, flower, and fruit.

Michigan’s Educational Technology Standards  
METS-S PK-2.CI.1 
Creativity and Innovation – By the end of Grade 2 each student 
will use a variety of digital tools to learn, create, and convey original 
ideas or illustrate concepts.

METS-S PK-2.CC.1 
Communication and Collaboration – By the end of Grade 2 each 
student will work together when using digital tools to convey ideas 
or illustrate simple concepts relating to a specified project.

Optional iPod Accessories for Classrooms 
Cases (recommended), screen protectors (recommended), multi-
unit charging station (recommended), external speakers, 1/8” stereo 
audio-out cable, microphone, extra 1/8” stereo earphones/headsets, 
video-out cable
Greg Marten is a Consultant of Educational Technology and Distance Learning at 
Lenawee Intermediate School District, which includes Adrian Public Schools, where 
he assists area teachers and students using iPods in education. Email the names of 
your favorites educational apps to him at greg.marten@lisd.us.
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The State of Michigan has made online learning a requirement 
for all students in the state. The integration of Web 2.0 tools 
into a course offers students an online learning experience. It is 
estimated that there are some 2800 of such tools (Best, 2009). 
It can be daunting to sort out all the types of tools available. 
Museum Box (http://museumbox.e2bn.org/) is a free Web 2.0 
tool that can be used for assignments and assessments in science. 
This tool displays a virtual box that looks like the sample box 
of a geologist or biologist doing fieldwork. That makes this 
site useful in science courses on topics that require organizing, 
grouping and categorizing of information. For example, biology 
students could fill this box with information about cell types, 
physiological systems or taxonomy of living things. The filling 
of the box would be an assignment. The completed boxes could 
then be used in assessment. An Earth Science class could classify 
and illustrate rock types in the three main categories using boxes, 
again using the boxes in learning and assessing knowledge. 
The following information offers a brief tutorial on how to use 
Museum Box, followed by specific examples on assignments and 
assessments for Chemistry, Biology and Earth Science. 

how to build a museum Box
You can explore Museum Box without signing up, but you 
will need to register yourself and your school to really use all 
the features. When you go to the website, be ready to “Join for 
Free” with a “Log in name” and “Password.” You will also need 
to select a “school.” In your initial exploration, you can select 
“Other” to see how the site works. However, when you actually 
want to use this with your students you will want to register your 
school. This process requires submitting your name and e-mail 
address, school name and address. The registration approval 
process takes about a week. If your school is already registered, 
then choose your school from the menu.

image 1: Basic box view of museum Box

Getting started
Click on “Start.” You will now see a box before you that has 8 
“cubes.” (See Image 1.) You can change the appearance, number 
of cubes and number of layers of the box by selecting “Change 
Box” icon in the lower right hand corner. Once you have your 
desired box design, you can add up to six elements to each cube, 
one for each face of the cube. The selection items at the bottom 
of the screen show you can add images, text, sounds, videos, files, 
and web links. The “Images,” “Sounds,” and “Videos” selections 
come with their own existing “gallery.” You may also create and 
upload your own items of each type.

image 2: opened “Text” icon

inserting information into cube faces 
Select the “Text” icon and type your own text into the green-
framed box. You can modify the style, font type and size. 
When finished, name it and save it. This saved text content 
will appear as an icon in the space to the left of the text box. 
Select the saved text item and either “Add to Drawer,” or 
add it to a previously selected cube face. (See Image 2.) As a 
general procedure, I suggest adding items to “My Drawer,” 
since you may add several items to “My Drawer” whereas you 
can only add one item to one cube face at a time. Once you 
have added the various items that you want to “My Drawer,” 
close the editing window. Select the cube you want to fill. 
Now open “My Drawer” and find the icons you placed there. 
You can simply click and drag the items to different faces of 
the cube, or you can individually select the items and “Add to 
Cube.” You may add a caption to each face and a title to each 
cube. (See Image 3, below.) When you close the cube and it 
goes back in the box, notice that the little colored ball in the 
upper left corner of the cube changes from “red” empty, to 
“orange” started or to “green” completely filled. These colored 
balls allow you to quickly monitor the status of the cubes.

Assignments and Assessments 
in Science with Museum Box 

by Robert Auseby Robert Ause

http://museumbox.e2bn.org
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image 3: cube faces view with “my drawer” open

Let’s look at some other features, which you can access 
from the basic Museum Box page. (See Image 1.) Add a 
“Title” and “Description” to your box in the upper left 
corner of the screen and “Save” your work. Its title will now 
appear in your list of boxes when you select “Load.” When 
you have completed your box, “Submit” it to the school’s 
Museum Box site administrator. You can access messages 
from teachers or site administrators with the “Messages” 
button. 

submitting and publishing boxes
All boxes must be submitted and 
approved before they will become 
accessible to any Museum Box visitor. 
This process allows teachers to view 
and evaluate student work for grading 
and judging appropriateness. When 
the teacher logs in to the “Teachers 
Administration Area” at the “Teachers” 
button, she can “Review Boxes.” This 
allows her to manage users and review 
submitted boxes from her students. 
The teacher has several options here 
with regard to student boxes. He 
can “Approve,” “Reject,” “Edit,” or “Delete.” If a box is 
approved it becomes available for others to view within 
the “Museum Boxes” library, accessed on the home 
page. [Note: Web links that are added to a cube are only 
activated when the box has been approved for publication.] 
If a box is not yet acceptable, he can reject it and send it 
back to the student for amending. The teacher can make 
comments to accompany his decision whether to approve 
or not. The message to the student will show up in their 
“Messages” folder. 

ideas for using museum Box in the classroom
Museum Box can serve as a virtual rock collection box, 
“Rock Box.” Imagine each student assigned to a rock 
type in one of the three categories of rocks: igneous, 
sedimentary or metamorphic. Each layer of the box could 
be for one of the categories and each cube could hold 
one example of that type of rock. For an assignment each 
student could fill the six faces of a cube with information 

about a different rock type. During assessment of rocks 
and minerals students could be given clues about various 
specific rocks. They could then use the published “Rocks 
Box” to identify the type of rock in question. 

A similar use of Museum Box for Biology would have 
the box layers represent a particular bodily system, like 
the digestive system, respiratory system or circulatory 
system. Each cube could be filled with information about 
a particular organ or component of that system. The sides 
of the cube could describe the specific function of the 
organ/component and show what it looked like. Students 
could fill the cubes with information as an assignment. For 
assessment students would then use the class-generated box 
to answer questions about the systems.

A Chemistry teacher could use a box to hold a group of 
elements from the periodic table. For example, a group of 
students could be responsible for developing a box about 
the alkali metals with one-layer and six cubes in it. Each 
student would choose an alkali metal. The cubes’ faces 
could be filled with the atomic symbol, atomic number, 
interesting facts about the element, uses of the element, 
properties of the element, pictures of the element and a 
video of the element reacting with water. An assessment 

using such element group boxes could 
be a question-and-answer activity, 
where students would have to use 
the various boxes created by the class 
members to answer questions about 
the elements.

Other science topics, which 
lend themselves to use Museum 
Box, include: characterizing 
and differentiating types of cells 
(prokaryotic, eukaryotic-plant, 
eukaryotic-animal), taxonomy, 

classifying chemical reactions and cloud types, to name a 
few others that come to mind.

Free Web 2.0 programs like Museum Box offer teachers 
great tools to engage students, but finding and applying 
such programs can be a major obstacle to implementing 
them. I hope this introduction to Museum Box will give 
you some ready-made ideas for your classes and has 
sparked your own creativity. I now encourage you to share 
your ideas using this and other tools with your colleagues 
and me.

Note: A screencast tutorial about using Museum Box can be viewed at:
http://www.screencast-o-matic.com/watch/cQlvY8hv7

Reference:
Best, S., 2009. Learning tools for science, MACUL Journal (30) 1, 22-23. 

Robert Ause has taught the physical sciences in high schools for 15 years. 
He is currently in the  Masters of Education program at the University of 
Michigan and can be reached at bob.ause@gmail.com.

“A similar use of Museum 
Box for Biology would have 
the box layers represent a 
particular bodily system, 
like the digestive system, 

respiratory system or 
circulatory system.”

http://www.screencast-o-matic.com/watch/cQlvY8hv7
mailto:ause@gmail.com
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macUL offers 
several awards to honor 
members who demonstrate 
outstanding achievement 
in the use of technology to 
improve education. each 
award winner receives a gift, 
complimentary registration 
and hotel accommodations to 
the macUL conference along 
with a one-year renewal 
membership. The winners of 
the outstanding Technology 
Using Teacher and educator 
awards will represent macUL 
in the 2010 international 
society for Technology in 
education (isTe) competition. 

macul honors 2010 macul award recIpIents

The smaRTer Kids Foundation supported the 2010 
MACUL Outstanding Educator and Teacher of the Year 
with a $13,925 award package: 

SMART Board™ 680 with Unifi 45 projector, Notebook™ 
software, school site license for SMART Ideas™  concept-
mapping software, AirLiner™ wireless slate, two-year 
5-user subscription for Bridgit™ conferencing software, 
Computer lab license for SynchronEyes™ classroom 
management software, Senteo™ interactive response 
system (32 units), SMART Master Training. 

eduTek midwest donated a classroom set of 32 
eInstruction™ Pulse (CPS) student response pads to the 
Technology Coordinator of the Year.

Dell gave a netbook to each of the runners-up in the 
Outstanding Educator/Teacher of the Year categories.

Visit www.macul.org for more information about these 
MACUL Awards.

(Shown Left to right)

outStanding technoLogy uSing teacher
Megan whitmore – Southgate Public Schools

outStanding technoLogy uSing educator
Janine Lim – Berrien regional education Service center

technoLogy coordinator of the year
todd neibauer: traverse city area Public Schools

outStanding technoLogy uSing teacher, runner-uP 
dayna M. Lang - Plymouth canton community Schools

outStanding technoLogy uSing educator, runner-uP
connie webber, emerson School, ann arbor, (inset)

2010 MacuL PreSident’S award 
reMc instructional technology Specialists (ritS) of the 
reMc association of Michigan (not pictured)
 

Making it happen in educational technology
Bruce umpstead, director of educational technology & 
data coordination, Michigan department of education

aWaRdees ReceiVe WondeRFUL TechnoLoGy GiFTs FRom sUppoRTinG companies!

http://www.macul.org
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Each hour, I have students who join me for the Applied 
Technology and Media Services class at Shepherd High School. 
These students complete some of their assignments online using 
Blackboard, but the remainder of their grade is calculated based 
upon their performance as they provide services to patrons 
in our school media center. This course replaces the former 
“media aide,” which is no longer allowed by the state for student 
credit. As a result, we have students who are able to achieve 
the following (and much more!) through authentic assessment 
opportunities:

• Apply technology within media assignments
• Provide service to staff and other students
• Meet the Michigan Educational Technology Standards (METS)
• Complete an online learning experience
• Learn workplace skills

In order to provide authentic assessment for these students, the 
course contains activities which require them to seek out real-
world experiences. One example of this is a teacher project that 
the students must complete. Students are required to partner 
with a local teacher to develop some type of technological 
resource which will be applicable in the teacher’s classroom. 
Students must set up a meeting with a teacher to compose a 
project plan, develop a resource, and submit a polished final 
product in order to complete this assignment. One student 
developed a PowerPoint presentation for the annual Veteran’s 
Day Assembly at our high school. Her partnership with the 
teacher resulted in a powerful visual component to the patriotic 
event.

Another dimension to this course is the focus on meeting the 
Michigan Educational Technology Standards (METS). Many 
of the standards identify skills that students will use in the 
workplace and, therefore, should practice before then. Applied 
Technology and Media Services students are required to 
complete a METS self-assessment and to identify five standards 
that they can meet by completing a project for the course. Many 

students utilize Google tools to share resources through Google 
docs or to develop slide shows using Google presenter. Students 
research the unfamiliar material, develop a project to present 
the new material (i.e. PowerPoint presentation, video, or Google 
doc), and cite the sources used. Finally, students relate the 
project to the original METS goal and explain how they are now 
able to demonstrate that they have fulfilled it.

I asked some of the students in this course how Applied 
Technology and Media Services provides real-world experience 
that they believe will benefit them in the future. All of the 
students mentioned the usage of technology as something that 
would make them more comfortable with these resources in 
the future. According to senior student Tom Giordano, “[This 
class] gets you ready for technology jobs in the real world. We 
use software and other resources that we might not otherwise 
get to use. We also focus on our work ethic because we have 
assignment deadlines along with having to help people with what 
they need each day.” Another senior student, Alexa Newell, is 
currently employed in a position that utilizes the technology 
featured in this class. She stated, “I do the equivalent of this class 
at my actual job after school most days. Had I not worked with 
these resources, I don’t think I would be as comfortable in the 
workplace as I am.” You can imagine the smile on my face when 
she put together authentic assessment with course curriculum in 
a real-world context! Mission accomplished!

Kristi Bush is the K-12 Media Specialist for Shepherd Public Schools and 
also works with Michigan Virtual School as an Online Instructor and Course 
Developer. She can be reached at kbush@edzone.net.
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It is often said that a picture is worth a thousand 
words. With Wordle.net, a thousand words 
make up a picture. Wordle is a free, online word 
cloud generation tool that allows students to 
incorporate a creative touch into educational 
projects. It isolates the most commonly used 
words in a writing selection and displays them 
in a font size corresponding to their frequency 
in the text. One of its greatest assets is its 
flexibility that enables it to be adapted to support 
curriculum in any subject area.
Wordle in the classroom 
Wordle can be used as a way to analyze writing or to create a 
subject-specific project. Using it as a text analysis tool is very 
simple. Students can paste some of their writing into the applet 
and it will show them which words they used most frequently. 
Ideally, the resulting word cloud would indicate their main topic 
and supporting ideas as those would be referred to regularly 
in the text. It can also reveal word patterns that the writer uses 

often. When I first used Wordle to analyze my own writing, I 
was surprised at how often I used certain phrases and sentence 
constructions, and there is much to learn from this unique view 
of writing.

This Web 2.0 tool can also be used to create projects about 
any subject matter. This is done with simple manipulations of 
Wordle’s functions. Students are assigned to create a word cloud 
that demonstrates their understanding of an event, concept, 
literary work, etc. The students type their project’s main idea 
into the text entry box and copy/paste it approximately ten 
times. This ensures that this entry stands out in large font. 
Other important items relating to the main topic are then 
entered and pasted enough times so that they are represented 
in the word cloud according to their importance. Seven to eight 
repetitions are ideal for key sub-concepts, four to six repetitions 
for moderately important ideas, and two to three repetitions for 
minor ideas. If the students desire to link two or more words to 
appear in the word cloud together, such as to connect a full name 
or title, they use a tilde (~) instead of a space between the words 
in their text entry. Once enough words are entered, the students 
generate their word cloud and use the Java applet to change 
the font, layout, and color scheme of the project. Students are 
then required to write a brief one or two paragraph description 
of their word cloud in which they discuss their reasons for 
including certain items and for choosing what size they would 
appear.

saving and printing creations 
Wordle allows the user to print creations straight from the 
creation applet. Unfortunately, there is no direct way to save 
word clouds to your computer. The only way to save an image 
of the word cloud that is created is to take a screen capture of it. 
This allows you to save a picture of your screen that can later be 
cropped to show only your creation.
Kristina Morton is a Master’s student at the University of Michigan. She 
is currently completing her student teaching at John Glenn High School in 
Westland, Michigan.

By Kristina Morton
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Let’s Read!
How do authors capture your attention 
and create interest in their books? This was the driving question 
that kept students engaged in the activities involved with the Read 
All About It project. In today’s society, the infusion of television, 
movies, and other technologies create entertaining alternatives to 
curling up with a good book. Unfortunately, many children lack 
an interest in reading. Read All About It combined technology 
and children’s literature to spark enthusiasm for reading. Children 
today are social learners and have opinions they are happy to share 
if given a platform to do so. Reading, collaborating and sharing 
were integral parts of this project and in the end all of the students 
benefited. 

The project 
In order to create enthusiasm and excitement about books, 
students read excerpts from 8-10 books of various genres. A 
variety of genres were encouraged to expand their repertoire of 
reading choices. After reading these books, students formed an 
opinion as to whether or not they wished to complete the book. 
Each student completed a book inventory in which students 
recorded information such as title, author, genre and most 
importantly their opinions about each book. Students were asked 
to take a stand and give specific reasons regarding whether or 
not they would continue reading the book after finishing the first 
chapter or section. 

Technology integration 
Wouldn’t it be neat to allow students access to book 
recommendations from their peers when they visit the library? 
With the use of a video camera, iMovie and GarageBand, this 
became a reality at Ewell Elementary. Once the book inventories 
were complete, 2-4 students worked collaboratively to create a 
video or podcast to share the information they had gathered about 
the books. Students used their imaginations and creativity as they 
wrote scripts for original newscasts, talk shows and interviews. 
They had fun playing the role of book critic and giving the books a 
thumbs-up or thumbs-down based on specific qualities such  
as author’s voice, genre, readability, humor, suspense and other

 
qualities they found valid. Each team was responsible for writing a 
script, practicing, filming and editing their movie or podcast using 
iMovie or GarageBand. 

authentic audience

The 5th and 6th grade students were motivated to create engaging 
presentations because they knew their movies and podcasts would 
be shared with the entire Ewell community and beyond. Each 
movie was made available for viewing in iTunes on computers 
in the media center. This allowed students in grades K-6 the 
opportunity to listen to and view book recommendations 
from the upper elementary student body. Kid to kid 
recommendations seem to be more powerful than teacher 
recommendations. Students trust each other and are willing to 
try reading books that their friends suggest.

The movies and podcasts will also be featured on our 
student-led morning news throughout March is Reading 
month. This project was a huge success this year and the 
collection of student book recommendation videos will 
continue to grow.

Project Information

You can view the complete lesson at www.leadingpbl.org/
CBoes-Read-All-About-It

Student resources that support the lesson such as the book 
inventory, project planning sheet and assessment rubrics can be 
found at www.leadingpbl.org/CBoes

Note: Cheryl was part of the Project Based Learning grant project that began 
in the summer of 2009. Read All About It is the project that she designed to 
increase student motivation for reading. This project helps students find books 
that interest them while studying author’s craft and story elements that hook 
the reader. The 5th and 6th grade students read numerous books and created 
iMovie presentations to share with their peers promoting specific books and 
reading in general.

Cheryl Boes is the media specialist at Ewell Elementary within Utica Community 
Schools (Cheryl.boes@uticak12.org). 

Read All About It!
a Project-Based Learning 
endeavor designed to 
Promote reading
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Incorporating iPods 
to Increase Student 
Proficiency

Stacey Schuh, MACUL Grant Recipient

One    of the most important things I stress to students is 
that everyone learns differently. This year I had the opportunity to 

demonstrate this by incorporating video-enabled Apple iPods in the 
classroom. The goal was to increase students’ proficiency in 

the areas of math and reading by recording electronic 
whiteboard lessons and providing audio books for 
later playback on the iPod. By the end of the year, 
students increased their grade-level proficiency. 

At the beginning of last school year, I chose four students 
who were a grade-level or more behind in math; these 
students were then provided with a video enabled 
iPod. As I taught math lessons throughout the year, I 
recorded my interactions with the students and the 
whiteboard for later playback. The iPod provided 
each student the ability to look back on past 
lessons at anytime; they loved the fact that they 
had the ability to review what was taught when 
they required additional instruction. If for some 
reason I failed to record a lesson they would 

ask me why not and demand that I record 
it for them. I was glad to see that students 
were taking an interest in math and their 
learning. By the end of the year these four 
students had a better understanding of 
complicated concepts and were excited 
about math. It was amazing to see such 
growth in students who had such low 
self-esteem in the beginning of the year.

Several of my students were also 
reluctant readers; because of this, many 

did not read or were not reading at their 
grade level. To resolve this issue, students 

were provided with iPods to listen to audio 
books. When I introduced the idea of listening 

to audio books while reading, many students showed a higher 
interest. Quite a number of students commented that when 
they listened to their audio books they understood how a reader 
should read aloud. Most for the first time understood inflection 
and applied it to something that was important to them. 

To save costs, I used the Capital Area District Library to 
download audio books off their website for student use. 
One student who did not want anything to do with books 
was now begging me to download copies of the newest 

continued on pg. 27
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Many educators have seen workshops, narratives and 
written text on creating and building a portfolio 
but how many actually do it? Working at a Career 
Preparation Center, students have many experiences 

atypical to the academic setting. Documenting these experiences 
can be a challenge so our career center decided to tackle the all 
important task of documenting, saving and creating a career center 
portfolio for each of our 550 students.

We began the school year with a mission in mind – take as many 
pictures as possible where the students are experiencing “hands on 
activities” such as welding in the lab, working on a car while it is 
on a lift, pounding out sheet metal in the HVAC environment, etc. 
While taking group photos is important, the goal in mind was to 
document the individual student performing a task or presenting in 
the classroom. With a staff of 3 Student Service Coordinators, the 
job was made easier by using three cameras to take the nearly 4000 
pictures of all the students.

planning 
While each of the three coordinators was assigned a digital camera, 
printer/scanner, card reader and “bundle pack,” we individually 
planned with the 26 teachers from each career preparation area. 
Our goal was to take a class group picture, one individual shot of the 
student in their “work environment” and one other activity (work 
based learning experience, job shadow or participation in a Career 
and Technical Student Organization). Due to the location of all the 
classes (over 4 different sites), it was very helpful to have multiple 
cameras to take the pictures.

coordination of the program.  
Each Student Services Coordinator began taking pictures in as many 
opportunities as possible. Highlights included taking pictures of the 
students in action during their class work, career presentations, job 
shadows, student events such as “spirit week” and student leadership 
experiences. Having the equipment to facilitate the many student 
opportunities was helpful in coordinating all these events.

project/student outcomes 
All students completed a Career Center portfolio which summarized 
their experiences in their specific program. A minimum of three

 

photos were included along with student written explanations of 
each photo. Program instructors evaluated the portfolios.

The impact on students included an opportunity to highlight their 
“Best Work” using visual and written formats. Students began to 
understand and apply the use of photos to demonstrate their skills 
and experiences in their technical field. 

The school was impacted by having students complete their 
technical program with a professional representation of their Career 
Center learning experiences.

Replication suggestions: 
Having the technology first hand was the immediate goal for the 
students. It really helped obtain pictures that were high quality and 
enabled the Student Services Coordinators the opportunity to be in 
“many places at once” and get lots of pictures of various experiences. 
It also was beneficial to have cameras ready instead of sharing the 
one school camera that was available or using personal cameras.

The only difficulty that was experienced was the quality of the 
printers that were purchased for printing the pictures. They were slow, 
noisy and the picture quality although good, wasn’t worth the value of 
the print cartridge to replicate the photos. I would change the project 
by using a better quality printer or purchasing another camera.

It was also very challenging to have all the students complete the 
portfolios in a timely fashion. I would space this work out over the 
school year more effectively rather than wait until the end of the year.

Resources Used: 
Kodak Model Z885 digital cameras, printer docks, and accessory 
bundles that included a bag, rechargeable battery pack, and charger.

HP Flatbed Scanner Model 5590 to collect information from 
outside sources such as certificates of achievement and employment 
opportunities. These are included in the portfolios.
MaryEllen Brocklehurst is the Student Services Coordinator at Eaton ISD Career 
Preparation Center, LCC West Campus. She can be reached at brocklm@lcc.edu.

By MaryEllen Brocklehurst, MACUL Grant Recipient
BUILDING PORTFOLIOS AT A CAREER CENTER

oscar cortez in culinary arts class serving at the holiday dinner

health Technology students practicing their blood pressure skills in class

mailto:brocklm@lcc.edu
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How does a business teacher of a Career & 
Technical Education Business Management and 
Administration program that is based on the 
strength of office skills and accounting, along 
with some web and graphic design, engage 
the “techie” kids? You know who I mean—the 
student who has a desire to understand how 
the computer works, who wants to dabble in 
programming languages, and learn about setting 
up networks. An Information Technology 
program is where they belong, but qualified 
IT teachers are at a premium, and small rural 
schools don’t have enough students or funding 
to support such a program. So the adventure for 
this business teacher begins.

The first time I entertained the thought of a computer-building 
project happened several years ago during a unit in a business 
class about the basics of networking. Since I had some experience 
with network administration, the lessons pertained to cabling, 
protocols, and equipment. A small group of students enjoyed 
learning about it and asked for more in the IT area. Discussions 
often ended with the kids comparing personal computer 
systems, particularly CPUs, graphic cards, and such. Kiddingly, 
they would ask if they could build a system for a project in class. 
Seeing their excitement for learning, I gave it some thought. I 
had confidence that these kids had the capability to be successful 
even though I had no experience in building systems myself 
other than knowing the terminology of the computer parts. 
With the support of the NICE Community Schools Technology 
Director and Marquette-Alger RESA Technology Consultant, 
along with some research, the adventure continues.

To begin, there were some basic premises:
Know the terminology
Research the steps in building a computer
Shop and compare parts and prices
Read parts reviews from reputable sources
Set a budget and stick to it
The PC they build was to serve the purpose of a school  
(not gaming) system

To begin the unit, students were given the task of creating a 
presentation (using PowerPoint or a website) about PC Building. 
They had to research the steps involved and create their project so 
that the novice could understand and follow the directions. This 
activity allowed for them to learn the terminology as well as develop 
an understanding of what they will be doing. It was important that 
they use recent resources that were cited properly.

The next step in the unit was to create a spreadsheet so that their 
budget could be tracked and the parts that they chose could be 
documented. The students were provided a general spreadsheet 
layout plan, but they could customize it somewhat, giving them an 
opportunity to be creative, yet practical. Each student then researched 
the appropriate computer parts and tracked it on their spreadsheet. 
As they needed to stay within a budget, it was necessary for them to 
monitor and adjust their choices along the way.

continued on pg. 27
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Given the opportunity to teach the 
Advanced Placement® (AP*) Chemistry, 
my initial feelings of excitement were 
almost immediately overwhelmed with 
feelings of anxiety as I scoured the 
storage room at my school to look for 
equipment. We had a spectrophotometer 
with a “broken” sign taped on it, one 
functional pH probe, and several 
alcohol thermometers that would make 
quantitative thermochemistry labs quite 
difficult to perform. I was struggling to 
determine how I could make my AP* 
Chemistry course rigorous enough to 
be at the college-level, yet affordable 
enough for my school to run. 

As I prepared for this course, the experiment that 
shed light on the potential difficulties ahead was 
the titration of an acid with a base. If any of you are 
unfamiliar with a titration, it’s a procedure where you 

are quantitatively adding a base to an acid (or vice versa) and 
trying to figure out when the amount of base equals the amount 
of acid (known as the equivalence point). In most cases, one can 
determine how much base it takes to reach the equivalence point 
by adding an indicator (a substance that responds to a chemical 
reaction by displaying vivid color changes) to the mixture before 
the experiment and waiting for the mixture to change color. Take 
the example of adding sodium hydroxide (a strong base commonly 
used in household drain cleaners) to hydrochloric acid (a strong 
acid that is present in your stomach). On the pH scale (ranging from 
0 to 14), which describes how acidic or basic a substance is, sodium 
hydroxide would have a very high value (around 13 or 14) while 
hydrochloric acid would have a very low value (around 0 or 1). A 
substance that is considered neutral has a pH of 7. For this example, 
the acid and indicator mixture might start off clear, and then the 
mixture would turn pink once enough base was added to change the 
pH of the mixture to a value around 8. The equivalence point of this 
titration would be at a pH of exactly 7; since the pH increases rapidly 
with the addition of just a small amount of base near the equivalence 
point, it is usually reasonable to approximate that the color change 
occurs very close to the equivalence point. 

While it is possible to determine the approximate amount of 
base needed to reach the equivalence point, it is impossible to 
determine the exact pH of the mixture without a pH probe. It 
is also impossible to watch how the pH of the mixture changes 
as you are adding the base. To me, watching and waiting for the 
pH to make its dramatic jump is the most exciting part of the 
experiment. 

using 
probeware to 

experience 
chemistry

By Victor Chen
MACUL Grant Recipient



With only one pH probe, it is possible to have students 
observe the changes in pH while the teacher does the titration 
as a demonstration and generates his own titration curve. But 
as a college student, I remember seeing these titration curves 
in textbooks and not really understanding the significance of 
the shapes of these curves until I got to observe the changes 
and plot the graph for myself. 

The opportunity for a student to witness scientific phenomena 
on his or her own is a crucial step in the learning process. 
By allowing a student to inquire about a scientific concept, 
the student gets a chance to experience what’s being taught 
and has a greater opportunity to have that “ah-ha” moment. 
With funds from the MACUL grant, I was able to purchase 
enough pH probes and TI-graphing calculators (connected to 
the probes to record data) for each lab group to work with. By 
having enough pH equipment, the students could figure out 
by themselves that the steep part of the curve means that the 
pH rises sharply with the addition of a very small amount of 
base. I distinctly remember a lab group performing a titration 
this year, and how after every milliliter of base added the 
student recording the pH of the solution would report out 
to his partner what the pH was. As the titration approached 
the equivalence point, the student controlling the amount of 
base added would only add a tenth of a milliliter at a time. He 
would say, “30.1 milliliters, 30.2 milliliters” and the student 
recording the pH would reply, “You must be screwing up 
because there’s no way the pH is increasing by that much.” It’s 
one thing for a student to see a titration curve in a book. It’s a 
little better for a teacher to have a pH probe to show the class 
as a demo. But it’s an entirely different learning experience if 
you are the one discovering the phenomenon on your own.

In addition to the MACUL grant that was used to purchase 
the majority of the equipment, I also received support (both 
financially and professionally) from the Knowles Science 
Teaching Foundation, an organization set up to provide new 
math and science teachers the professional and financial 
support in their first years of teaching. In addition to the pH 
probes and calculators used for titration, students were also 

able to perform investigations where they saw how colored 
chemical solutions of varying concentrations displayed a 
linear relationship with the amount of light the solutions 
absorbed. These types of experiments, usually done with a 
spectrophotometer, were performed with colorimeters and 
computer interfaces (equipment not usually found in high 
school labs). To round out the lab purchases, temperature 
probes connected to the graphing calculators were used to 
determine how much energy was released in various reactions 
by looking at the resulting temperature changes that occurred. 
By having quality probeware available to my students, they 
were able to receive a rich chemistry experience similar to one 
you might see at the college level.

Victor Chen teaches chemistry and AP* Chemistry at Lee M. Thurston High School in 
Redford, Michigan. He is grateful for the support he has received from MACUL and the 
Knowles Foundation, and can be reached at chenvi01@southredford.net. 
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new instructional methods versus only 10% when there was 
not instructional coaching. If one makes the comparison to 
the difference a personal athletic trainer makes for someone 
who wants to improve their physical fitness to a classroom 
teacher who wants to improve their craft, you can see how 
a technology coach would provide similar support and 

encouragement along with proper “techniques”. Want to 
learn more about how technology coaches do their job? Take 
a look at how Pennsylvania is doing just that in over 500 
“Classrooms for the Future» (CFF) schools: http://www.portal.
state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/coaches/8919 
 
So, how are you going to move the School 2.0 conversation 
forward this summer? 

80% of the computers at home are connected to a printer*

76% of the computers at home are connected to a color printer*

54% of the computers at home are connected to the Internet via 
high speed access*

56% of the computers at home connected to the Internet are on 
a wireless network*

80% of the computers at home are Windows OS*

Mike’s study becomes even more interesting when he breaks 
down the results by each grade level. For example, 6th and 10th 
grade students rate at the top with 96% of the students having a 
computer at home. 

The Ovid-Elsie study is also interesting when compared over a 
3 year period. In 2007, only 26% of the computers at home had 
high speed access to the Internet.

To view national statistics, visit the Pew Internet & American 
Life Project at www.pewinternet.org. The Pew Internet Project 
provides many current studies on how technology is being 
accessed and used across the country as well as the impact 
technology is making on today’s society.

MACUL SPRING EVENTS
Remember to schedule these upcoming MACUL events:

may 7:  Upper peninsula educational Technology 
& Business conference. munising high school. 
sponsored by macUL, michigan Business education 
association and michigan Virtual University.  
Visit www.macul.org for more information.

June 21-22:  educational Technology Leadership 
conference. Thurston high school, Redford, mi 
(metro detroit). sponsored by macUL.  
Visit www.macul.org for more information.

June 23:  michigan Joint education conference. 
Thurston high school, Redford, mi (metro detroit). 
sponsored by macUL and other michigan education 
associations. Visit www.mijec.org for more 
information.

June 27-30:  isTe 2010 (formerly necc), denver, 
colorado. Visit iste.org. macUL members receive  
a registration discount.

School 2.0 continued from pg. 7

Digital Divide continued from pg. 7

AWARD ANNOUNCEMENTS
Congratulations to Holland Christian Schools (HC) for their 
selection by Apple as an Apple Distinguished School for the 
2009-2010 school year! HC is one of only 53 schools in the 
United States and the only school selected from the state of 
Michigan to receive this award. Working hand-in-hand with 
Apple for the 1-to-1 initiative, HC has been selected and 
recognized for their demonstrated success in implementing 
a 21st century learning environment. This environment 
is seen in the engaging teaching and learning methods 
incorporated with 1-to-1 laptop computer access for students 
and teachers. The selection of Holland Christian as an Apple 
Distinguished School highlights its successes in enhancing 
and extending teaching and learning with thoughtful and 
innovative implementations of technology. The program is led 
by HC’s Technology Director, Tim Kamps, (MACUL’s current 
Board President) who was recently selected as an Apple 
Distinguished Educator. 
 

Schools nominated by Apple for designation as an Apple 
Distinguished School must demonstrate Apple’s highest vision 
of a successful 21st century learning environment, a strong 
relationship with Apple, and a willingness to do outreach 
activities. The term of appointment as an Apple Distinguished 
School is for one year and reviewable annually through the 
nomination process. 
 
 MACUL Special Interest Group Professional Learning 

(SIGPL) would like to congratulate Michael McVey, 
Assistant Professor at Eastern Michigan University 

for his winning submission for the new SIGPL Action 
Research Award.  Michael’s study of preservice 

teachers and social networking was informative and 
timely. Look for Michael’s article about his study in 

the Fall issue of the MACUL Journal.

http://www.pewinternet.org
http://www.macul.org
http://www.macul.org
http://www.mijec.org
http://www.portal
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book releases. After he had read and listened to a book, I 
let him pick a book at his level to read. He seemed more 
willing and excited about reading. I even overheard him 
recommend a book to another student. This particular 
student scored low on reading tests at the beginning of the 
year, but by the end was reading a grade level ahead.

Students became so excited about the use of this technology, iPods 
became integral parts of other classroom projects. For example, 
students incorporated their use in our class annual video project 
interviewing local community members and building iMovies 
around those interviews. The iPods, with the use of compatible 
microphones, became integral tools to completing the project. 

By using a new medium in my classroom, I captured 
their attention and created an excitement for learning. 
Students have shown much growth, not only in math but 
in reading comprehension and reading inflection. 

Challenges
My goals for using new media in the classroom were to excite 
students about learning and to give them a way to share their 
own ideas with others. I will continue to use MP3 players in the 
classroom because of the excitement for learning they provide. 
However, using these tools does come with some challenges. 

At times students would not be able to listen to certain books, 
because the library did not offer a digital version of that 
particular book. Also recording and uploading math lessons 
was a bit time consuming. Fortunately, this year the lessons 
are already recorded eliminating the need to rerecord them. 

Alternative Technologies to MP3 Players/iPods
Even without access to MP3 players, I believe I could recreate 
this project using online resources such as USTREAM—a site 
that allows you to webcast your lessons and post them on a 
particular website. For recording students’ voices the audio 
program Audacity could be used to record and upload student 
podcasts. I would still be able to download books from the library 
using just the computers we have access to; however students 
would not be able to take those books home with them. 

It is important to think about how this type of tool would benefit 
your students learning. Simply purchasing MP3 players for 
the sake of purchasing “technology”, defeats the purpose. As 
a teacher I am fortunate to have access to these specific tools, 
but there are tools available that are free for use. This particular 
project has taught me to use technology not only to excite 
students about learning, but to have students make connections 
with each other and share their ideas with a wider audience.

Stacey Schuh teaches 6th Grade at Island City Academy 
in Eaton Rapids, schuh@islandcty.org.

Teams of 2 or 3 were formed and each team worked together to 
create one spreadsheet with their agreed-upon recommendations. 
(Suggestion: select teams according to understanding and experience 
so that each team has a student who seems to have more knowledge 
of the process). The team picks were shared with the class, parts were 
discussed, reviews talked about, and one shopping list was set. Because 
I wanted some reassurance that the parts chosen would work together, 
I had other IT resource people available to check it out. Parts were 
ordered and the kids were excited!

Once the parts arrive, the students take inventory, read some of the 
documentation (I had them look over the motherboard manual 
and answer quiz questions about it), then get started building. 
(Suggestion: have an area of your room that the teams can work 
together with enough room to work where they can leave it when 
the bell rings. Carts on wheels are nice to use so you can lock up 
the project.) During the first day of building, I had arranged for 
help from a resource person that was experienced in PC building 
to be on hand to answer questions and give advice. Not only was 
that helpful for the students, but my confidence level rose to the 
comfort zone knowing an expert was overseeing the actual work. 
The students are excited when the system gets turned on for the 
first time and it works! They install an operating system and some 
basic software that we use in our district. After that, the computer is 
used in our department or wherever needed in the school system.

Additional activities that are covered during this process include 
social bookmarking (such as delicious or ikeepbookmarks), keeping 
a log of activity for documentation purposes, self-evaluation, and 
team evaluations.

This computer building project is fun and exciting for the students. 
As a business teacher, I stepped outside of my comfort zone, took a 
big breath, and let the kids build.

Carol Cox is a Business Teacher at Westwood High School, NICE Community School 
District, Ishpeming, Michigan. She may be contacted at coxc@nice.k12.mi.us.

Breathe and Rebuild continued from pg. 23

iPods continued from pg. 23
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It pays to be a 
MACUL member! 
What do you get for your $40 
annual MACUL membership?
Look at these member benefits:
■  Quarterly issues of the MACUL Journal, 

an outstanding publication

■  Subscription to Recipes4Success from Tech4Learning

■  Free access to the online Form Builder from PowerIT

■  Eligibility to apply for MACUL grants and awards

■  Eligibility to join MACUL Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs) for only $5 each

■  MACUL member rate to attend other conferences 
sponsored by MACUL (Ed Tech Leadership 
Conference, U.P. Educational Technology & 
Business Conference, MI Joint Ed Conference,  
Collaborative Tools Conference)

■  Invitation to share at MACUL 
sponsored Student Showcases

■  Complimentary subscription to The 
Big Deal Book of Technology

■  Discount for online professional development 
courses through My Education Connection

■  Discount on membership in the International 
Society for Technology in Education (ISTE)

■  Discount (5% ) from Educational Resources 
for computer software (some requirements)

■  Subscription to the MACUL member 
news, alerting members to new programs, 
initiatives, grants and more

■  Direct access to members of the MACUL 
Corporate Advisory Council

■  Electronic networking with colleagues 

Visit www.macul.org/membership/benefits/ for links and updates.

Miss the conference this year?   

Renew your membership today  

at www.macul.org or fax the  

membership form.

Upcoming MACUL 
sponsored events!
RegisteR Now!

edUcaTionaL 
TechnoLoGy 
LeadeRship 
conFeRence

Thurston high school, 
Redford, mi

June 21-22, 2010

The Educational Technology Leadership Conference (ETLC) is 
for all school technology directors, technicians, administrators, 
school board members and other educators at the local, regional 
and state level. The conference also highlights a wide variety 
of exhibitors of hardware, software and technology services. 
More ETLC information: www.macul.org/otherevents/

michiGan 
JoinT 

edUcaTion 
conFeRence

Thurston high school, 
Redford, mi

June 23, 2010

The Michigan Joint Education 
Conference provides an invaluable 
opportunity for educators who 
team teach or those that teach 
several disciplines, to learn techniques that connect lesson 
plans, create integrated program scripts and increase personal 
and professional merit through continued education.

The purpose of the Michigan Joint Educational Conference 
is to establish widespread use of highly relevant integrated 
curriculum in Michigan Schools. Over 300 educators participated 
last year. More MIJEC information: www.mijec.org

http://www.macul.org/membership/benefits
http://www.macul.org
http://www.macul.org/otherevents
http://www.mijec.org
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MACUL may release my mailing address:  Yes  No  
I wish to receive MACUL news and updates via email:  Yes  No 
 

Professional Responsibility 

 Teacher 
 Coordinator/Director 
 Part Time Teacher/Coordinator 
 Media Specialist/Librarian 
 Principal 
 Assistant Principal 
 Superintendent 
 Assistant Superintendent 

Area of Responsibility 

 Preschool 
 Elementary 
 Middle/Junior High 
 High School 
 K-12 

 

 ISD/RESA/REMC 
 Post Secondary 
 Teacher Educator/Preservice 
 Gifted/Talented 
 Special Education

 

PAYMENT      Check each SIG you would like to join: 

        SIGCS (Computer Science) 

MACUL Dues....................................$  40.00   SIGEE (Elementary Education) 
SIG dues ($5 each) ............................$________   SIGMM (Multimedia) 

 SIGPL (Professional Learning) (formerly PD and TE) 
Total....................................................$________   SIGSPED (Special Education) 
        SIGTC (Technology Coordinators) 
Please make checks payable to MACUL.   SIGTECH (Technicians) 
For VISA or Mastercard payment,    SIGTELE (TeleLearning) 
please complete the following:     SIGWEB (Webmasters) 
 

Purchase Orders are not accepted.
 

Credit Card Number_____________________________________   Expiration Date______________________ 
 
Security Code (the last 3 or 4 digits printed on the back of the card in the signature field)__________________ 
 
Authorized Signature___________________________ Cardholder Name ______________________________ 
 
Cardholder Address_________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Please return this form to: MACUL, 3410 Belle Chase Way, Suite 100, Lansing, MI  48911 or fax to 517.882.2362 
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2010 MACUL GrAnd GiveAwAy exhibitor donors & winners
exhibitor item winner school
The Professional Group Pulse Smart Pen Merry Ellen Eason Harper Creek High
Nystrom 1 yr Subscription to Stratalogica Ann Kearney Walled Lake Consolidated
AEC D-Note Digital Voice Recorder Mike Rumisek Corunna Public 
World Book, Inc. World Book of America’s Presidents Kathy Susanka Crestwood Schools

NBC Learn 3 Month Subscription to NBC News 
Archives on Demand Jennifer Phillips Walled Lake Consolidated 

CDI Computer Dealers Dell 20” LCD Monitor R Michael Hubert Livingston ESA
International Society for 
Technology in Education ISTE Membership Susan Jazwiec Grand Rapids Public

ISTE ISTE Membership Monica Swanlund National Heritage Academy
Read Naturally, Inc. Read Naturally Gift Voucher Cindy Carson West Bloomfield
MACUL Free MACUL Membership Eric Strommer Flint Community 
TechSmith Camtasia Studio/Snagit Bundle Dawn McCumber Grand Rapids Public
TechSmith Camtasia Studio/Snagit Bundle Emma Haygood Berrien Springs Public
TechSmith Camtasia Studio/Snagit Bundle Peter Schaafsma Wexford-Missaukee ISD
Absolute Software 3 yr License of LoJack for Laptops Patti Kobeck Whitmore Lake Middle

Thank-you to ALL exhibitors for other exciting gifts and for helping attendees receive valuable information about technology best practices in education.

2010 MACUL ConferenCe sponsors
ThanK-yoU to these companies and organizations for their sponsorship of the 2010 macUL conference! This  

sponsorship provides vital opportunities for connecting educators with quality technology integration resources!

maJoR sponsoRs:
data image systems

datadirector
dell

discovery education
eGearUsa / Ruckus Wireless

eduTek midwest
The professional Group

maplenet Wireless
merit

michigan education association
michigan Virtual University

Remc statewide $aVe Bid project 
sehi computers
Tech4Learning

GeneRaL sponsoRs:
clark hill pLc 

c/d/h 
Foxbright 

Glencoe/mcGraw-hill
Lightspeed systems 

michigan department of education 
my education connection 

plante & moran 
polyVision 

poweriT
skyward 

spectrum industries
symantec 

systime
TeL systems 

University of michigan – Flint



Thank 
     You!!
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registration info  
and form on  

pages  
32-33
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four-color Ad rates   Conference 
   Issue
Size 1-Time Rate 4-Time Rate 1-Time Rate*

Full Page $ 1,025.00 $ 950.00 $ 1,130.00
2/3 Page $ 865.00 $ 825.00 $ 950.00
1/2 Page $ 730.00 $ 700.00 $ 800.00
Back Cover  N/A $ 1,400.00  N/A
Inside Back Cover  N/A $ 1,040.00  N/A
Inside Front Cover  N/A $ 1,400.00  N/A
2 Page Spread $ 1,845.00 $ 1,675.00  N/A

Black & White Ad rates  Conference 
   Issue
Size 1-Time Rate 4-Time Rate 1-Time Rate*

Full Page $ 870.00 $ 820.00 $ 960.00
2/3 Page $ 565.00 $ 530.00 $ 620.00
1/2 Page $ 540.00 $ 500.00 $ 590.00

* 4-time advertisers pay their regular rate for Conference Issue ads.

For MACUL sponsorship opportunities, call the MACUL office at 
517.694.9973. Major sponsors receive 25% advertising discount. 
General sponsors receive 10% advertising discount.

Ad Deadlines
Issue space reservation Materials Due Mail Date

Spring/Summer 2009 Feb 2, 2009 Mar 6, 2009 May 8, 2009
Fall 2009 May 13, 2009 Jun 12, 2009 Aug 6, 2009
Winter 2009–2010 Aug 18, 2009 Sep 18, 2009 Nov 5, 2009
Conference 2010 Nov 6, 2009 Dec 4, 2009 Jan 22, 2010

for ad space reservation or more information, 
please contact:

Publisher’s notes
•  The MACUL Journal is sent to every school district in Michigan as 

well as to educators in nearly 40 states, and Canada.
•  The Journal is an important source of information for teachers and 

administrators in elementary through college levels.
•  The Journal is published four times a year, with a readership  

circulation of 6,000.
•  Need help developing an ad? As a service to our advertisers, ad 

design and copy alterations are available for a fee.
•  The publisher reserves the right to reject any advertising not in 

keeping with our standards.
•  Cancellations are not accepted after the ad reservation deadline.
•  Rates are effective as of January 2008.

Mechanical requirements
Size Live Area (w x h) Finished Size (+ bleed)

Full Page 8” x 101⁄2” N/A
2/3 Page 51⁄4” x 101⁄2” N/A
1/2 Page 8” x 51⁄8” N/A
Back Cover 8” x 101⁄2” 81⁄2” x 11” (+ 1⁄8” full bleed)
Inside Back Cover 8” x 101⁄2” 81⁄2” x 11” (+ 1⁄8” full bleed)
Inside Front Cover 8” x 101⁄2” 81⁄2” x 11” (+ 1⁄8” full bleed)
2 Page Spread  161⁄2” x 101⁄2” N/A

The Editor accepts ads in the following formats:
•  High-resolution PDFs (300 dpi) – preferred
•  High-resolution TIFs (300 dpi)
•  Email high-resolution PDFs or TIFs to… 

 jpaxton@macul.org

2009-2010 ADVerTIsInG InforMATIon

Michigan Association for Computer users in Learning

Judy Paxton
editor, MACUL Journal
Telephone: 231.342.4801

E-mail: jpaxton@macul.org

MACuL
 J o u r n A L

Spring/Summer 2010 Nov 6, 2009 Dec 4, 2009 Jan 22, 2010
Spring/Summer 2010 Feb 5, 2010 Mar 5, 2010 May 3, 2010
Fall 2010 May 14, 2010 Jun 11, 2010 Aug 5, 2010
Winter 2010-2011 Aug 20, 2010 Sep 17, 2010 Nov 5, 2010

Spring/Summer 2009VOLUME 29, ISSUE 4

A Publication of the  Michigan Association for  Computer Users in Learning  mACuL J O u r n A LeduCAtiOnAL

PRESORTEDBOUND PRINTED MATTERU.S. POSTAGE PAIDRAVENNA, MIPERMIT NO. 320

PRSRT STD
U.S. POSTAGE

PAID
RAVENNA, MIPERMIT NO. 320

PRESORTEDFIRST-CLASS MAILU.S. POSTAGE PAIDRAVENNA, MIPERMIT NO. 320

NONPROFIT ORGU.S. POSTAGE
PAID

RAVENNA, MIPERMIT NO. 320

BOUND PRINTED MATTERU.S. POSTAGE PAIDRAVENNA, MIPERMIT NO. 320

FIRST-CLASS MAILU.S. POSTAGE PAIDRAVENNA, MIPERMIT NO. 320

PRESORTED STANDARDU.S. POSTAGE
PAID

RAVENNA, MIPERMIT NO. 320

These are the standards we are to use.
These were created on 10/23/07.Information from Andy Straw
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eduCAtiOnAL

Full Page 8” x 10-1⁄4”  N/A
2/3 Page  5-1⁄4” x 10-1⁄4”  N/A
1/2 Page 8” x 5-1⁄8” N/A
Back Cover 8” x 10-1⁄4” 8-1⁄2” x 10-3/4” (+ 1⁄4” full bleed)
Inside Back Cover  8” x 10-1⁄4” 8-1⁄2” x 10-3/4” (+ 1⁄4” full bleed)
Inside Front Cover  8” x 10-1⁄4”  8-1⁄2” x 10-3/4” (+ 1⁄4” full bleed)
2 Page Spread   16-1⁄2” x 10-1⁄4”  N/A
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